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SLOWDOWN

What you cannot face
you face—that’s your direction. In houses in cars
in cars that become houses
the event stage is dark
then revealed, the longest story chapter by chapter,
what makes someone somewhere
despise you. How will I know when it happens?
   It’ll be a long drive,
you’ll know.
Across the street is a street fight
in which a man without shoes shrieks to no one
particularly

but not to me. The alarm clock is pushed away
from the bed and a man is lifted up to a white van.
   His arm falls to signal everyone back
to the races. Or it’s midnight,
   and men and women are in each other
in buildings,
   and some have never gone anywhere
but there, over and over. What apartment are you in
   they will be particularly asked
and they will say
the same as before, Mother. What state are you in?
Again. The question has their scent and the answer
their form. It is the fight of their
lives, if they walk away from it. And then that’s that,
or nearly.
GUNBROKE

South is adventure, north cold but also shelter, and in the west an end. It is south then north then west, the trail. East is finished. To tell it right it must be half in green ignorance and half beneath the groan of a wheel still turning and stained by smoke. The tone of it is that everyone’s been turned out from somewhere by someone, and afterward crossed a place they ran wire across and a place they built a rotwood storm-closet, and pounding atop where a mass grave was made too small and then on to a place nothing startles the horses. You can put a pistol to one and leave it shrugging in a stand of alfalfa and not one other moves near or away. And then south of course are long plains of plain men and plain women all hatless and gunbroke. Blood livens them to themselves, their own hard lips, their own cold singing. They build a city to hold it, and somehow that lasts.